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COVER STORY VERTIGAN AND THE RESPONSE

Vertigan says split up the NBN and sell it off

Broadband around the world ? report from the Netherlands

NBN product roadmap shows FTTN retail still nine months away

OPINION Vertigan cops a drubbing ? and rightly so

Australia?s surveillance future ?data retention, more powers for ASIO, less oversight

Berners-Lee argues for open ? but private ? web

Government acting like Big Brother ? Greens

Business backs data retention ? with oversight

OPINION 1 Government can tap the entire Australian Internet

OPINION 2 Anti-terror laws are working ? so why do we need data retention?

Telstra?s Wi-Fi nation takes shape

ACCC will not oppose Expedia buying Wotif

ACMA tells telcos to play by the rules
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and Zen Telecom fined for faking Telstra link

SingTel denies dodging Australian tax

Australian mobile advertising booming

Alcatel-Lucent sells enterprise division to China

Consumers want fast online shopping

Mobiles still replacing landlines

Apple joins 5G group

as Vodafone does Dresden 5G deal

and NTT establishes 5G research lab

Vodafone revamps prepaid offerings

Oracle expands cloud platform

Digital the new battleground for banks

ITU unites against counterfeiters

Cisco extends cloud alliance

OPINION Telstra?s iPhone 6 plans are too expensive

Melbourne man guilty of taxi jamming

Allied Telesis's latest switches stack up

Mike Quigley on FTTN versus FTTdp

Central payments hub goes live

Half IT shops aren't storing all valuable data

Queensland Rail selects Tait

Harbour IT becomes part of Canon

Dodo plays Fetch

INTERVIEW Huawei Australia chairman John Lord
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